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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.10.0-rev17
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.10.0-rev15
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs ﬁxed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug ﬁxes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #4882.

60013 Attachment actions not shown on certain mail
Content type with upper case letters do not pass the attachment check for inline-images.
Made content type check case-insensitive for inline-images to solve this issue.
60418 Calendar not displayed
When the same email address is set as an alias for multiple users, a calendar user address URI may
get resolved to the wrong user.
Prefer referenced user’s addresses when resolving calendar user addresses to solve this issue.
60011 Calendar Recurrence when selected with a speciﬁc End Date is displaying as Day-1
after saving
The date is stored in utc but was converted to a localized date by momentjs which could lead to a
wrong date in some cases.
This has been ﬁxed by converting the rule to a date in utc time to prevent timezone offsets to display a different date.
60262 Changing a user’s email address leads to invalid calendar user errors for existing
events
Changing the email address with the command line tools led to error messages.
This has been solved by checking if passed user reference contains updated email addresses or
aliases.
60274 Login - password length restricted to 100 characters (maxlength=”100”)
This has been solved by increasing MaxLength for password.
60140 Mail content not displayed
Sanitizer removed attributes needed for mail styling.
This has been solved by improving sanitizer so styles are preserved.
59957 Mail selected after login, might not be visible to user
Selected mail not scrolled into view.
Now scroll selected mail into view to have this mail displayed.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully veriﬁed, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

60013, 60418, 60011, 60262, 60274, 60140, 59957,
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